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Message to Parents
One of the most daunting challenges as a parent can be discussing beliefs about God, death, the nature of prayer,
or religious practices, particularly when one is trying to teach a young child about such complex ideas. Oftentimes, the
younger the child, the more difficult it feels. Given the difficult nature of the task, some parents may try to avoid the
discussion, but we would advise against this approach because intentionally or unintentionally, children are learning
about God, beliefs, and traditions in a variety of settings.
Other children may be teaching your child about God or about death. This could happen when two children sit
together for a meal and one child says a prayer before eating. Or a child, in an effort to comfort a friend after a pet dies,
might console the other by saying the pet is in a “better place.” Children also learn about God and belief from the wider
culture. Or perhaps your children visit their grandparents, who say certain prayers or engage in specific rituals.
As all parents know, we do not control all that our children learn. Thus, if you want your child to know your
thoughts about God, or what you believe about death and tradition, you’ll need to start talking with them and doing
rituals around them early and regularly. While there is no one way to approach doing this, there are several guidelines
that we would suggest that will help you make this endeavor easier.
The first and most important “rule” is know what you believe. Included in this guide are questions to help you as a
parent think about your own beliefs. These questions are not a comprehensive list of questions/issues but a beginning.
The clearer you are about your own values, the easier it will be to share them with your children.
Our primary focus will be discussions around God, the nature of prayer, and what it means to be Jewish.
Nonetheless, we hope the guiding questions here will help you develop strategies to talk with children about a variety of
difficult issues. Most importantly, there is no one authentic way to be Jewish or statement of what one must believe.
Robert B. Barr, Rabbi
Isaama Stoll, Rabbinic Intern
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Know What You Believe
To teach children religious ideas and values in an authentic and
meaningful way, adults need to be clear about their own religious ideas
and values. If you are unclear or uncertain about what you believe, that
is what will come across to your children. Even if you want to give your
children a range of options or different ways to approach such ideas,
knowing your own beliefs is an essential starting point.
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Know What You Believe
(cont.)

Three Essential Reflection Questions
1. What did my parents believe?
Just as our children get messages we may not agree with from the outside world, they also may get messages we do not
agree with from us if our default is still the beliefs we internalized in our youth. Before you talk to your child, take some
time to reflect about what you were taught as a child and how, if at all, your parents approached these issues with you.
What worked and what did not work? What beliefs do you agree with and which have you come to reject?
2. What do I believe?
Our beliefs do not remain stagnant throughout our lives; even as an adult there is always room to ask questions and
explore new ways of thinking. If you come across something you do not have an answer to, our appendices include
resources that offer a diverse array of contemporary and historical Jewish perspectives on these topics. We hope these
will help foster your continued personal wrestling with these issues.
Remember, if your children asks a question that stumps you, it is better to say, “I don’t know,” than it is to make
something up you may come to regret. Hopefully these questions will help shorten this list of “I don’t knows.”
3. What do I want my children to believe?
We recommend you do not provide your children with answers you explicitly believe to be false. In the moment, folklore
or myths may seem like the simplest and most developmentally appropriate way to answer your children’s questions,
but offering these answers will leave you in the difficult place of having to unteach them as the child matures.
Your first step in helping your child find answers is to articulate what core principles you want to pass along to your
children. Most likely, this message includes some of what you believe, and the affirmation that there is no one right way
to view the world. Presenting your own beliefs will not limit your children’s worldview. It will help them develop their
own understanding of the world and the beliefs and practices they see all around them.
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Talking About God
Personal Reflection on God
In order to help you clarify your thoughts about God, here are some beliefs about God that others
hold. Considering your own values and understanding of the world, how do you respond to these
statements?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

God is one.
God is all-good.
God is all-knowing.
God hears prayers.
God answers prayers.
God has a personality.
We can interact with God.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

God has a purpose for this world.
God is bound by the Laws of Nature.
God can do anything, including change the Laws of Nature.
In Judaism there is only one concept of God.
A belief in God is necessary to be Jewish.
A belief in God is necessary to be moral.
Those who believe in God are religious/spiritual.
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Talking About God
(cont.)

How Do You Define God for Yourself?

Diversity of Beliefs
Many are familiar with the biblical God, a God of law and order, a God of vengeance and
destruction, a God who speaks directly to the people of Israel. Yet, Jewish beliefs about God do not
stop with those portrayed in the Torah. Each generation of Jews has wrestled with questions about
the nature of God and God’s relationship with humankind, or lack thereof. Moreover, within each
generation there have been countless different, and even conflicting, understandings of the divine.
In Appendix A you will find resources that explain the many shifts in thought and beliefs that have
been championed by different segments of the Jewish people throughout our history.
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Talking About God
(cont.)

Our Approach to God
We believe that each individual has the authority, the right, and the responsibility to define the term
God for him/herself. We approach this task with the tools of philosophic reason, critical rational
thought, and personal experience. We also know that for some the term God represents a concept(s)
they reject. Below are questions to consider concerning the nature of God, laws of nature, and
personal autonomy. Philosophers and theologians have considered these questions and others as
they thought about the nature of the divine.
This exercise reminds us that there is no one definitive definition for the term God. The core question
is not whether one uses the term God or not, but, rather, what does one mean when he/she uses the
term.
The questions and statements below can be used to see if your belief about the nature of God is
compatible with the religious framework we articulate at Beth Adam and OurJewishCommunity.org.
1. Does your conception of God leave you with ultimate authority over your actions or are you
required by God to act in a particular manner?
2. Do you believe that God would/could act in contradiction to the laws of nature or scientific
truth?
3. At Beth Adam, we affirm that the events of this world are solely the product of human action
and the laws of nature without divine intervention. In other words, no external forces will
solve the problems of our world.
4. At Beth Adam, we affirm that ethics and morals are the product of human thought and
experience rather than that of divine decree.
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Discussing Prayer
While discussions about God can be purely about belief, often discussions about prayer need to be
multifaceted. With prayer it may not be enough to discuss the nature of prayer with your children.
You also may wish to create rituals within your home or engage in communal prayer rituals that will
model prayer for your children.

Personal Reflection on Prayer
Think about your own personal prayer practices. When are you most likely to pray? Do you have
a regular prayer practice? Do you ever turn to prayer in times of distress? Is your prayer often
accompanied by rituals? Do you pray prescripted words or are your prayers your own spontaneous
creation? Have you ever been moved by others’ prayers? Have you been frustrated or disheartened
by another’s inclination to pray? Have your prayer practices or your relationship to prayer changed
throughout your life? If so what caused them to change?
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Discussing Prayer
(cont.)

To help you clarify your beliefs about prayer, here are some beliefs about prayer that others hold.
Considering your own values and understanding of the world, how do you respond to these
statements?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prayer is a way to communicate with God.
Prayer is a personal meditative practice.
Prayer is a method of self-reflection.
Prayer is an affirmation of beliefs and values.
Prayer acts on people in ways they cannot understand.
Prayer has the power to transform the laws of nature.
Prayer has the power to affect the circumstances or actions of others.
One should only pray words they rationally understand and believe.
It is important for Jews to preserve the tradition of praying words of traditional liturgy.
It is important for Jews to pray in Hebrew.
Ritual practice is an important aspect of prayer.
Prayer is most meaningful as a personal private act.
Prayer is most meaningful as a communal act.
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Discussing Prayer
(cont.)

How Do You Define Prayer for Yourself?

Diversity of Prayer Practices
Jewish tradition has always highlighted the importance of both communal and personal prayer, but
the prayers themselves have evolved over time and setting. There is also a great diversity within
the Jewish liturgical tradition. Even within the traditional liturgy, canonized in the early Middle
Ages, there are a wide array of liturgical rites shaped by geographic origin. That is to say, there has
never been one fixed liturgy all Jews used; Orthodox Jews whose ancestors were from Yemen use a
different liturgy than those whose ancestors were from Germany and those whose ancestors were
from Spain. Moreover, over time, liturgy has been reformed to represent the Jewish community’s
changing worldview. This includes everything from adopting feminist or non-gender-binary
language, to reframing or removing theologies people find harmful and untrue.
While most Jews pray from a fixed liturgy, many Jews also engage in spontaneous unscripted
personal prayer. For some, prayer is a way to talk to God directly. For others, it is a traditional
cultural practice whose meaning lies in providing a connection to their ancestral heritage. Others
find prayer to be a meditative practice, or a way to engage in self-reflection.
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Discussing Prayer
(cont.)

Humanist Beliefs About Prayers
Our most foundational rule with regard to liturgy is

“We say what we mean and we mean what we say.”
In conjunction with “saying what we mean and meaning what we say,” we also affirm that prayer
cannot affect the laws of nature. The sick will not be made well nor will tornadoes be diverted
through prayer. This does not mean that prayer is unimportant. We believe that humans hear
and can be motivated by the act of prayer. In our community, prayer is understood as a way to
engage in self-reflection privately and in the company of others. We use prayer as a tool for selfbetterment. Prayer calls us to focus on our strengths and weaknesses and contemplate how we can
live more ethical lives. Prayer allows us to look critically at our past and envision a better future.
Prayer allows us to cultivate gratitude and re-grounds us in the values that shape our lives.
Another important element of prayer is the spiritual comfort it provides. We find that prayer can
help us find comfort and solidarity with our community in times of loss and grief. Moreover, it helps
us ritualize the act of remembering and honoring those who have gone before us.
The liturgy our community uses is our own creation, meant to align with our theological and
philosophical beliefs. While we generally choose not to use ritual objects or clothing in our prayer,
we are not ardently opposed and welcome each individual to do what he/she finds personally
meaningful. Likewise, while the majority of our liturgy is in English, we are not opposed to prayer
in another language. In fact, there are select places where we incorporate Hebrew into our liturgy.
The Hebrew we use connects us with our ancestral heritage and traditions, but we only use Hebrew
phrases we understand that align with our philosophical beliefs.
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Discussing Prayer
(cont.)

Liturgy and Rituals for Your Family
Incorporating your own prayer rituals into your routine at home can help ensure that your children
are encouraging healthy beliefs surrounding prayer and theology. Moreover, providing children
with rituals and liturgy can help them express their own views, engage in self-reflection, and find
spiritual meaning and comfort.

A Daily Prayer
May we know blessings those who are near,
May we know blessings those who are far,
May this day bring its goodness
To everyone soon, wherever they are.
May we know blessings through the day,
May we know blessings through the night.
May health be for our children
And all things soon be right.
May we know blessings in our comings,
May we know blessings when we depart,
May we live each day
With peace and wisdom in each heart.

A Memorial Prayer
c-Ok<h- tv#m=h- yd2yb1< Nya Death cannot take
Nv>me=D3 hm- rOqi7l that which is locked
bl2b in our hearts.
With our tears
In our sorrow
We remember.
With our courage
And our strength
We do not forget.
Acts of kindness
Deeds of courage
Will remain.
Beauty created
Wisdom shared.
Is not lost.
With our tears
In our sorrow
We remember.

v>nyn2yi2b<4 toim-d$ Mi With our tears
v>nl2b4a3 ti2b In our sorrow
.v>nyb2v>ha7 rk3z@ li- romDRn We remember.
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Explaining What It Means
to Be Jewish
Many of us identify as Jewish and wish to instill that identity in our children. The question we face
in doing so is what exactly are we passing on. These questions can help you tease out what Judaism
means to you and how you want your children to understand Judaism.
Is Judaism my religion or the religion of my children?
Does Judaism demand I have certain beliefs or values?
Is Judaism my culture or the culture of my children?
Is Judaism my ethnicity or the ethnicity of my children?
Is Judaism something I have inherited?
Do I choose to be Jewish?
Is Judaism something I can opt out of?
Does my Judaism shape the way I understand the world?
Do I have an obligation to other people who also identify as Jewish?
Does my Judaism unite me with other Jews?
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Explaining What It Means
to Be Jewish (cont.)
How Do You Define What It Means to Be Jewish?
What Meaning Does Judaism Have in Your Life?

Our Understanding of Judaism
Some understand Judaism as a religion like Christianity, Islam, and other religions. These
individuals may highlight elements of faith and theological belief as the most central elements
of their Judaism. Others think of Jews as a nation that has been dispersed from its original home.
These individuals may highlight Zionism as the most central element of modern Judaism. While we
do not reject those who believe Judaism is a religion or a nation, we understand Judaism first and
foremost as a people. In claiming that Judaism is a people, we point to certain elements of shared
history, culture, and values that shape the character of our peoplehood. We honor and affirm the
diversity that exists within the Jewish people, while celebrating the shared identity that bonds us
together. In our community, we do not see ourselves as the gatekeepers to the Jewish people; we
do not choose to define for people whether or not they are Jewish. We embrace the Jewishness of
all who choose to identify as such.
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Framing Your Conversation
The key to framing these difficult conversations with your children is to capitalize on the moments
that your children and the world around you present. There are subtle messages about beliefs and
values all around you. Here are a few good catalysts for these conversation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When your children ask.
When your children’s friends or relatives mention God or prayer in your presence.
Events in the news that make your children aware of loss, tragedy, or natural
disasters.
The death of a pet or a friend’s pet.
The death of a relative or a friend’s relative.
When your child is invited to a friend’s home or religious event and experiences
customs different than his/her own.
Seeing or hearing people pray whether in public, on television, in movies, etc.
Holidays (Jewish holidays, other religious holidays you practice, other religious
holidays you do not practice, secular holidays).
When you encounter references to God in pop culture, music, books, or other forms
of media.
When driving by a church that has a message board you agree or disagree with.
When you engage in social justice projects or help your child navigate ethical
decision making.
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Appendix A
Further Exploration: Resources for
Parents
Kushner, Harold. When Bad Things Happen to Good People. New York: Random House, 1987.
In the wake of the death of his young son, Rabbi Harold Kushner wrote
this poignant reflection about the struggles, fears, and doubts we face in
the wake of tragedy.
Syme, Daniel, and Rifat Sonsino. Finding God: Selected Responses. Springfield, NJ: Behrman House, 2002.
This quick read, complete with summary charts, offers an informative look
at how different key thinkers throughout Jewish history have understood
the notion of God, evil, death, and other theological questions.
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Appendix B
Further Exploration: Resources for
Children
Artson, Bradley Shavit, et al. I Have Some Questions About God. Edited by Joel Lurie Grishaver. Los
Angeles: Torah Aura Productions, 2002.
This book gathers the response of six different rabbis to a number of
questions that children often ask about God. The majority of these
responses are in short, approachable stories probably best suited to
children ages 7–10. There are a wide array of theological perspectives
represented in these answers.
Baskin, Nora Raleigh. The Truth About My Bat Mitzvah. New York: Simon & Schuster Books for Young, 2008.
This young adult novel presents the story of a 12-year-old girl wrestling
with her Jewish identity after the death of her Jewish grandmother. The
protagonist, a child raised in a secular interfaith home, wrestles with her
parents’ beliefs and values along with those of her Jewish friends, the
anti-Semitic children at school, and her own understanding of the world.
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